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The concept of the Jacobson radical of a semiring has been introduced
internally by S. Bourne ([1]). Recently, by associatiig a suitable ring with
the ssiiiriig, S. Bourne aid H. Zass3ihaus have dsiisd th3 S3niradical of
the seniriig ([2]). In [3] it has bssi proved that th.3 coicepts of the Jacob-
son radical aid the ssniradical coiiciia. Cons3:μi3itly sons propsrtiss of
the Jacobsoi radical of tha S3iiiriig are reduced to thoss i i the riig theory.
For example, the fact "If R is th3 Jacobsoi radical of a semiring S with a
unit element, then Rn is the Jacobsoi radical of the matrix semiring Sn

([1])" is deduced immediately from the corresponding result in the ring
theory.

The purpose of this paper is to coisider the Jacobson radical of a, semi-
ring from the point of visw of th.3 repressitatioa theory1* without reducing
it to the ring theory. In § 1 we shall describe some preliminary definitions
and propositions. In § 2, we shall define the irreducible representations and
the radical of a ssmiriig and prove some fundamental propsrtiss of the
radical which correspond to those in the ring theory. In § 3, the external
notion of the radical will be related to internal one, at ths sam3 time, we
shall sse that the radical defined in this papsr coincides with the Jacobson
radical and with the samiradical of the semiring. In the last section we shall
consider some of the results obtailed in the preceding sections from the point
of visw of the riig theory aid give some examples.

1. Preliminaries. In this papsr we shall assume that a semiring 31 is
commutative relative to additioi and has a zero element. A commutative ad-
ditive samigrou? Wit with a Z3ro eb.nsit is called a right 2ί semimodule if
and oily if a law of compositioi o i ϋJl X 2ί iito M is deϋned which, for xy

y^L^ίl and a,b € 5ί, satisies (a) (x + y) a = xτ -f ya, (b) x{a + b) = xa + xb
and (c) x(ab) = {xajb. Henceforth the term "ίl-samimodule" without modifier
will always mean right 2ί-s3mimodule. Th.3 semiring Sί itsslf is an Sί-semi-
module relative to right multiplicatioi as ssmimodule composition. A subset
9̂  of 3JI is called an 21-subsemimodule of Ώl if and only if

1) This notion has been used by N. Jacobson ([5]).


